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disciplinary approach to the genetic analysis of organisms with two X
chromosomes. We will test the hypotheses that proteins specific to one X
chromosome have a function in the regulation of X chromosome inactivation. We
will examine the extent to which X chromosome-specific RNAs, which we have
already identified in the mouse, are expressed in human cells with two X
chromosomes. We will use differential extraction methods to isolate X
chromosome-specific and X chromosome-independent RNA, and purify specific
proteins from each. We will sequence the X chromosome-specific RNAs and X
chromosome-independent RNAs, search for sequences specific to each, and
search for transcription factors which bind to each sequence. For the same
samples we will search for proteins which bind X specific sequences. We will
examine the interaction of these proteins, and search for localization of X
chromosome-specific proteins. Last, we will search for proteins which bind X
chromosome-specific RNA or RNA which is localized to the X chromosome in the
nucleus. Finally, we will take advantage of the presence of several X
chromosomes in mouse NIH-3T3 cells and select for variants of these cells in
which X chromosome inactivation is induced and one X chromosome is specifically
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expressed. We will sequence the X chromosome-specific RNAs and analyze
expression of X chromosome-specific proteins in these cells and variants.Q: Non-
English equivalent of "leftover data" I'm looking for a non-English term for data
that has been processed but not yet deleted (typically leftover data), and I'm not
finding anything as simple as "data left over". Is there a word or phrase that I'm
missing? A: I presume you are looking for the term "transient data." According to
Wikipedia transient data, "is just data that has not been consumed by a process
yet. It may or may not be considered an anomaly in the context that it lives." Also
transient data are usually discarded after processing. The Wikipedia article also
says that transient data is not commonly used in databases because it can cause
problems when restoring, and "because it's common to remove transient data on
exit." If you don't need "transient data" to be removed from a database, then there
is the term "leftover data." A: Perhaps you are looking for something with the
word "process
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